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Present: 
Mr. Justice S.M. Emdadul Hoque 

and 
Mr. Justice K M Zahid Sarwar 
 

Death Reference No.161 of 2016.  

The State 

                      ….. Petitioner 

-Versus- 

Sujan @ Bagha Sujan @ Tiger 

(absconding) and others.  

                               ..... Condemned-Convicts.     

                With  

Criminal Appeal No.4869 of 2022. 

(arising out of Jail Appeal No. 147 of 2018) 

Arshad 

                                    .....appellant. 

       -Versus- 

The State 

                ….. respondent.  
 

Mr. Harunur Rashid, D.A.G with  

Mr. Zahid Ahammad (Hero) A.A.G with 
Mr. Md. Altaf Hossen Amani, A.A.G with 
Mr. Mohammad Humayun Kabir, A.A.G 

                         ….. for the State. 
      (In the reference and respondent of the appeal) 

Mr. Fazlul Huq Khan Farid with  

Mr. Mohammad Abul Hasnat with 

Mr. Sheikh Md. Shamsuzzaman, Advocates 

         ….. for the appellant.  

Mr. S.M. Shafiqul Islam, Advocate appointed   

as State Defence Lawyer. 
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     ….. For the Condemned-Convicts. 

    

Heard on: 05.09.2022, 07.09.2022, 12.09.2022  

       and Judgment on: 20.09.2022. 

S.M. Emdadul Hoque, J: 

This Death Reference has been made by the learned 

Additional Sessions Judge, Narsingdi under Section 374 of the 

Code of Criminal Procedure for confirmation of the sentence of 

death of the condemned-convicts namely, (1) Sujan @ Bagha 

Sujan @ Tiger (absconding) (2) Shohag @ Shohag Chandra Das 

(absconding) (3) Saddam (absconding) (4) Samir @ Samir 

Chandra Das (absconding) (5) Bimal (absconding) and (6) 

condemned-prisoner Arshad sentence awarded upon them 

under Sections 302 of the Penal Code by its judgment and order 

of conviction and sentence dated 29.11.2016 in Sessions Case 

No.261 of 2012 arising out of Narshingdi Police Station Case 

No.01 dated 01.09.2008 corresponding to G.R No.606 of 2008, 

the learned Additional Sessions Judge also sentenced them to 

pay a fine of Tk.10,000/- (ten thousand) each, the learned Judge 

also convicted them under Section 201 of the Penal Code and 

sentenced them to suffer rigorous imprisonment for 03 (three) 

years more.   
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The prosecution case as made out by the P.W-1 the 

informant and the father of the deceased Md. Ayub contending 

inter-alia that his son deceased Ayub was a worker of an Ice Mill 

of one Md. Kabir situated at Muslim Uddin Supper Market 

wherein accused Sujon @ Tiger was also a work in the said Ice 

Mill. The further case is that the owner of the Ice Mill appointed 

the deceased Md. Ayub instead of Sujon for that reason accused 

Sujon @ Tiger decided to take great harm and as such made a 

good relationship with him. That on 29.08.2008, at about 03:00 

P.M Sujon phoned to his son Md. Ayub again and again and then 

informant asked his son that who called him in reply he stated 

that accused Sujon called him and accordingly at about 05:00 

P.M he went out from his house but did not return back within 

10:00 P.M. Then they searching the victim in several places and 

phoned him through Mobile number but which was found 

switched off. Thereafter, they also searched him in several 

places of his relatives but could not find him. On 01.09.2008 

they got information that a beheaded dead body was floating in 

River Meghna, near the house of Joynal Mollah of village Damer 

Bawa accordingly the informant and their relatives rushed to 
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the said place at about 12:00 P.M and getting information Police 

came to the place of occurrence and held the inquest of the 

dead body and the informant could identify the said dead body 

seeing  left finger ring and also a black spot in the middle finger 

which was caused on pressure when he operated the machine. 

Thereafter, the Police sent the dead body to the morgue for 

autopsy and he lodge the ejahar. Hence the case.  

The case was initially investigated by S.I Omar Faraque of 

Narsingdi Sadar Police Station who held the inquest, sent the 

dead body to the morgue for autopsy, prepared the sketch map 

along with separate index, examined the witnesses and 

recorded their statements under Section 161 of the Code of 

Criminal Procedure. He arrested accused Sujan @ Bagha Sujan 

@ Tiger, Shohag @ Shohag Chandra Das, Bimol, Arshad and 

Saddam and taken them remand and thereaftr brought them 

before the Magistrate for recording their confessional 

statement.  

 Thereafter the case was further investigated by Sub-

Inspector Abdul Baset, of the Narsingdi Sadar Police Station. 
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 But subsequently through Memo No.4834 dated 

19.10.2008 Sub-Inspector SI Rafiquel Islam of DB was entrusted 

to investigate the case. He again taken the accused Arshad and 

Saddam for three days remand and then accused Saddam made 

confessional statement and after completing all the formalities 

of the investigation he found prima-facie case against the six 

accused persons and accordingly submitted the charge-sheet 

being No.513 dated 20.11.2008 under Section 302/201/34 of 

the Penal Code.  

Against the said charge-sheet the informant filed naraji 

application and which was allowed and the case was gain 

investigated by S.I Imam Hossain of CID. Who after completing 

all the formalities of investigation also found prima-facie case 

against the accused persons and submitted supplementary 

charge-sheet being No.351 dated 03.08.2010.  

Against the said supplementary charge-sheet the 

informant again filed a naraji petition and which was allowed 

and the case was investigated by ASP of CID, Narshingdi. During 

the investigation he seized the silver Ring which was recovered 

from the dead body by the 1st investigating Officer and which 
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was preserved in the Narshingdi Sadar Police Station and 

prepared the seizure-list but could not find out the identity of 

the boatman in whose boat the victim was killed who after 

completing all the formalities of the investigation found prima-

facie case against the accused persons and accordingly 

submitted supplementary charge-sheet being No.32 dated 

17.01.2012.   

The case record was transmitted to the learned 

Additional Sessions Judge, Narshingdi for trial who framed 

charge against the accused persons under Section 302/201/34 

of the Penal Code on 13.09.2012 which was read over to the 

accused persons who were on the dock which they pleaded not 

guilty and claimed to be tried.  But the charge could not be read 

out to the accused Bimol since absconding.   

At the trial the prosecution examined as many as 09 

(nine) witnesses among the 22 (twenty two) charge-sheeted 

witnesses and they were duly cross examined by the accused 

persons. But the defence adduced none.  
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After close of the prosecution witnesses the accused 

persons were examined under Section 342 of the Code of 

Criminal Procedure which was read over to them to which they 

claimed their innocence again.  

The defence case as could be gathered from the trend of 

cross-examination of the prosecution witnesses and the 

examination under Section 342 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure is total denial of the prosecution case. Further, case 

is that the confessional statement collected by the Inspector of 

DB by torture, intimidation and coercion and which were not 

true and voluntary. The accused persons had no involvement in 

the alleged offence.  

After conclusion of the trial the trial Court considering the 

evidence on record found the accused persons guilty of the 

charge leveled against them and convicted them as aforesaid by 

its judgment and order of conviction and sentence dated 

30.11.2016 and thereafter made this reference under Section 

374 of the Code of Criminal Procedure and sent the record to 

this Court. 
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In this case the condemned-convict Bimol is all along 

absconding.  The five accuse persons were arrested and among 

them except Arshad the four other accused persons made 

confessional statement under Section 164 of the Code of 

Criminal Procedure but subsequently the condemned-convicts 

Sujan @ Bagha Sujan @ Tiger, Sohag @ Sohag Chandra Das, and 

Saddam retracted their confessional statement and forwarded 

the same to the Court though Jail authority. Accused Sujan and 

Shohag retracted their confessional statement immediately 

after their confessional statement but Saddam retracted his 

confessional statement long after two years of his confession. 

But the condemned-prisoner Samir @ Samir Chandra Das did 

not retract his confessional statement.  

The five accused were arrested and subsequently they 

obtained bail and also faced the trial but before the 

pronouncement of judgment they were absconded. But 

subsequently the condemned-prisoner Arshad surrendered 

before the Court and filed Jail Appeal No.147 of 2018 and 

thereafter which was converted as regular Criminal Appeal 

No.4869 of 2022. 
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The Criminal Appeal No.4869 of 2022 preferred by 

condemned-prisoner heard together with the Death Reference 

No.161 of 2016 and disposed of by this single judgment.  

Mr. Zahid Ahammad (Hero), the learned Assistant 

Attorney General takes us through the FIR, the charge-sheet, 

along with the supplementary charge-sheet, the charge, inquest 

report, postmortem report, the deposition of the witnesses, the 

342 examination, the impugned judgment and the papers and 

documents as available on the record and stated the facts as 

disclosed by the prosecution as well as by the defence.   

Mr. Harunur Rashid, the learned Deputy Attorney General 

appearing on behalf of the State in support of the reference 

submits that no dispute regarding the date, time and place of 

occurrence. He further submits that the deceased Md. Ayub a 

tendered age boy was killed in such a heinous way that the 

accused-persons beheaded him and threw the dead body as 

well as the head and other incriminating materials into the River 

Meghna and it could not be collected but fortunately  the dead 

body was subsequently floating at River Meghna. He further 

submits that though without the head it could be difficult to 
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identify the dead body but from the very beginning the 

informant the father of the deceased Md. Ayub could identify 

the dead body showing the Ring present in the left Ring finger 

as well as by a black spot present in the middle finger since 

which was caused on pressure of the machine when he worked 

in the Ice Mill and the said Ring was subsequently seized by the 

investigating officer and the seizure-list was proved by the 

witnesses in such a case it can safely be said that which was the 

dead body of the deceased Ayub.  

He further submits that though the earlier investigation 

officer inadvertently did not prepare the seizure-list of the 

recovered Ring from the dead body but subsequently the 

informant filed a naraji application and the said ring was seized 

by the subsequent Investigation officer since which was 

preserved in the thana hefajat from the date of recovery of the 

dead body and no case that the said Ring was not the Ring of 

deceased Ayub and as such the prosecution succeed to prove 

the identification of the dead body beyond reasonable doubt.  

He further submits that admittedly no eye witness in the 

instant case and the case solely based on the circumstantial 
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evidence and the informant from very beginning suspected the 

two accused persons mentioning their name in the first 

information report that the victim may be killed by them with 

the help of 3/4 other accused and which was also corroborated 

by the P.W-2, 3 and 4. The Deputy Attorney General submits 

that the informant stated that since apart from Sujon the victim 

Ayub was appointed as worker of the Ice Mills and since he lost 

his job and the deceased Ayub was substituted and for that 

reason he killed the victim. The learned Deputy Attorney 

General submits that the said statement though did not support 

by the P.W-2, 3 and 4 but father from the initial stage stated the 

same facts of the case so it could not be said that the father 

falsely implicated the said accused. 

 He further submits that four condemned-convicts 

voluntarily made confessional statement before the magistrate 

under Section 164 of the Code of Criminal Procedure and the 

recording magistrate P.W-5 and P.W-6 proved the said 

confessional statements. He submits that though the same were 

retracted by the accused Sujan, Sohag and Saddam but when it 
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is found that the confessional statement was true and voluntary 

then retraction has no manner for consideration. 

The learned Deputy Attorney General submits that the 

two condemned-convicts Arshad and Bimol did not make 

confession but Bimol was all along absconding and since all 

other accused in their confession implicated them and no cross 

from them that those accused persons implicated them in this 

case due to enmity in such a case the accused Arshed and 

Bemol could not be escaped from the charge of murder. In 

support of his argument the learned Deputy Attorney General 

cited the decision of the case of Shukur Ali (Md) and another Vs. 

State reported in 74 DLR (AD)-11, the case of Noor Mohammad 

alias Kalu alias Kalu Chor alias Kalo Dakat Vs. State reported in 

74 DLR (AD)-170 and the case of Khalil Mia Vs State reported in 

4 BLC (AD)-223. He submits that the prosecution succeed to 

prove the change of murder beyond all reasonable doubt 

against all the accused. He prayed for acceptance of the death 

reference and for dismissal of the appeal.  

On the contrary, Mr. A.K.M Fazlul Haque Khan (Farid), the 

learned Advocate along with Mohammad Abul Hasnat, 
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Advocate appearing on behalf of the appellant Arshad submits 

that the trial Court convicted the appellant without considering 

the evidence on record. He submits that the conviction can be 

based on consideration of the circumstantial evidence but the 

same should be such that there is no any other hypothesis but 

to guilt the accused. He further submits that the prosecution 

measurable failed to prove the charge level against the 

condemned-prisoner Arshad. He submits that the trial Court 

convicted the appellant only relying upon the confessional 

statement of the other co-accused without any substantial 

evidence, even none of the witness disclosed that he had any 

involvement of the incident and no incriminating evidence could 

bring against him in such a case the judgment of the trial Court 

purely on surmise and conjecture. He submits that the vital facts 

regarding the calling out of the deceased Ayub by the 

condemned-convict Sujan over telephone has not been proved. 

Furthermore, the informant specifically mentioned the Sim 

number of accused Sujan by which he phoned to the victim has 

not been proved since Police did not submit the call list as 
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evidence the very initiation for calling out of the deceased Ayub 

by accused Sujon has  not been proved. 

He further submits that no case that the accused persons 

and the victim were gathering in the alleged area as stated in 

the confessional statement of the convicts and no evidence that 

the victim was taken to the boat even the said boatman has not 

been identified in such circumstance of the facts it can be safely 

said that the prosecution measureable failed to prove the case 

of accompany of the condemned-prisoner and other accused 

with the victim at the relevant time and as such the impugned 

judgment is absolutely without any evidence. 

 He further submits that the motive of the  case is that the 

victim Ayub was replaced by the accused Sujon as worker in the 

Ice Mill of P.W-2 and for that reason he killed the victim but the 

said motive of the case has not been proved since the P.W-2 the 

owner of the Ice Mill specifically stated that both the accused 

Sujan as well as victim Ayub were working in his Ice Mill and the 

same was also corroborated by P.W-3 and P.W-4 the two 

brothers of the deceased Ayub. He submits that if the 

prosecution made out the case of motive then the same ought 
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to have proved by the prosecution. He relied upon the decisions 

of the case of The State Vs. Giasuddin and others reported in 7 

BLT (AD)-108 and the case of State Vs. Sarowaruddin reported in 

5 BLC (HCD)-451.  

The learned Advocate submits that in the instant case the 

conviction based solely on the confessional statements of the 

condemned-convicts but which were not true and voluntary. He 

further submits that on close reading of the confessional 

statement it is found that the accused persons were brought 

before the magistrate from Police remand and subsequently 

they retracted the same and vividly narrated the facts that why 

they constrained to make the confessional statements and 

submits that our Apex Court decided that when the accused was 

brought before the magistrate from Police remand then the  

said confessional statement cannot be said voluntary. He cited 

the decision of the case of Sikha Rakshit Vs. Paritosh Rakshit 

and others 70 DLR (AD)-1.  

He further submits that on the basis of the confessional 

statement of some of the accused the non-confessing co-

accused cannot be convicted without any substantive evidence. 
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He relying upon the decision of the case of State Vs. Abdul kader 

@ Mobile kader and others reported in 67 DLR (AD)-6.  

Mr. Khan, further submits that no evidence against the 

appellant Arshad and he was convicted only on the basis of 

confessional statement of the co-accused without any 

substantive evidence.  

He further submits that prosecution did not examine the 

vital witnesses specially the boatman and the wife of P.W-3 

without any plausible explanation and in such a case an adverse 

presumption under Section 114(g) of the evidence Act should be 

drawn against the prosecution. He finally argued that the 

conviction of the appellant is nothing but a moral conviction and 

the same should not be sustained. He prayed for rejection of 

the death reference and allowing the appeal.     

   Mr. S.M. Shafiqul Islam, the learned state defence 

lawyer adopted the submission of the learned Advocate Mr. 

A.K.M Fazlul Haque Khan (Farid) and in addition he submits that 

the prosecution failed to prove the case by adducing sufficient 

evidence. He submits that admittedly the case is without any 

evidence except the confessional statement of the condemned-
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convicts but which were not true and voluntary. He submits that 

the prosecution failed to prove that the condemned-convicts 

had any involvement to commit the offence by any reliable 

evidence. He submits that though in the instant case the 

condemned-convicts were absconding but on facts and 

circumstances of the case it cannot be said that they were 

fugitive since at the last stage two accused persons filed 

application for adjournment but which was not considered and 

after 342 examination and before the pronouncement of the 

judgment only two fixed date they were not present in the 

Court. In such circumstance of the facts it should not be 

considered that they were fugitive or absconding. In support he 

cited the decision of the case of Alamgir Hossain Vs. The State 

22 BLC (AD)-155. 

He submits that not a single iota of evidence in the 

instant case even the circumstantial evidence also not enough 

to implicate the condemned-convicts.  

He further submits that the prosecution did not take step 

for DNA test to identify the dead body and thus some shorts of 

doubt in the instant case regarding the identification of the 
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dead body of deceased Ayub and since the identity of the dead 

body has not been proved by sufficient evidence in such a case 

the conviction cannot be sustained.  

He further submits that the prosecution did not produce 

the Mobile tracking list regarding the calling out of the deceased 

from the house of his father as evidence which creates doubt 

about the calling out of the victim by the acused Sujon.  

He submits that the prosecution failed to produce the 

vital witness the boatman in which and whose boat the accused 

persons and the victim were boarded and killing the victim by 

the accused is not proved even in the remote area all the 

boatmen are identified and they knew each other but none of 

the boatman was examined in the instant case.  

He further submits that the confessional statements of 

the condemned-convicts were not true and voluntary specially 

the statements of Sujan, Saddam and Sohag since they went 

brought before the magistrate from Police remand and in 

retraction they narrating the situation that why they made the 

confessional statement in such a case the said confessional 

statements cannot be said true and voluntary and as such the 
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conviction based only relying upon the 164 statement cannot be 

sustained. He prayed for rejection of the death reference.      

Let us discussed the main contention of the evidence of 

the prosecution witnesses.  

P.W-1 Md. Abdul Hakim Sarkar the informant and the 

father of the deceased Ayub deposed that on 29.08.2008 from 

05:P.M his son deceased Md. Ayub was missing. He went out 

from his house at 05:00 P.M and subsequently he came to know 

that a beheaded dead body was found in the River Meghna 

nearby the house of Joynal of Damer vowla village. He further 

deposed that before four months of the occurrence his son 

appointed as a worker of the Ice Mill of Kabir Ahmed P.W-2 and 

before his joining Sujan was an employee for this reason Sujan 

made a plot to kill his son and also maintained a good 

relationship with him and they often travelled on the Meghna 

River by boat. He deposed that on 29.08.2008 about 3:00 P.M 

accused Sujan called the victim on his Mobile Sim number 

01923775234 and on his asking he disclosed that Sunaj called 

him to go to somewhere and accordingly he went out from the 

house at about 05:00 P.M but did not return back within 10:00 
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P.M and thereafter he found the mobile was  switched off and 

then searching in several places but in vain. He deposed that 

subsequently on 01.09.2008 at about 12:00 P.M he came know 

that a beheaded dead body was floating in the River Meghna 

and accordingly he went there and saw the beheaded dead 

body with ill smelling and could identify the dead body seeing 

the black spot on the middle finger which was caused by the 

pressure of the machine and also a Ring present in the left ring 

finger of the deceased Ayub. He suspected the accused Sujan @ 

Bagha Sujan @ Tiger and Sohag @ Sohag Chandra Das and 4/5 

other accused that maybe they killed his son. Then he informed 

the matter to the Police and Police came to the place of 

occurrence, prepared the inquest report and sent the dead 

body to the morgue for autopsy. He proved the inquest report 

and his signature as exhibit-1 and 1/1. He deposed that he went 

to thana at night and lodged the written ejaher. He proved the 

said FIR and his signatures as exhibit Nos.2, 2/1 and 2/2. He 

further deposed that on 04.03.2010 at about 11:00 A.M the 1st 

investigating officer produced the said ring to the CID Police 

officer who prepared the seizure-list. He identified the said Ring. 
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He proved the seizure-list as exhibit-3 and his signature as 

exhibit 3/1.  

In cross-examination of all accused he stated that he did 

not lodge the ejahar mentioning the name of the accused but 

suspected some of the accused and he did not see the murder 

of his son. He denied the suggestion that his son was not 

appointed as worker substituting the accused Sujan in the said 

ICE Mill and lodged the false ejahar. He denied the suggestion 

that on his instigation the investigating officer collected the 164 

statement of the convicts on pressure and intimidation.  

P.W-2 Kabir Ahmed the owner of the Ice Mill deposed 

that on 1st September at about 12:00 P.M. he received 

information that a dead body was floating in the Meghna River 

near the Damer village. He deposed that both the deceased 

Ayub and accused Taiger were the employees in his Ice Mill and 

on the alleged date he invited both of them to join the 

celebration of his son but they did not join in the said 

celebration and he phoned to the accused Taiger but which was 

found switched off. Subsequently when he went to the market 

on reply to his question accused Taiger told that since Ayub did 
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not join to the celebration as such he also did not join the said 

programmee and on the next day the father of Ayub came to his 

shop and disclosed that Ayub did not return back to the house 

on the previous night. He deposed that the accused Taiger was 

staying in the said Ice Mill on the said night and on 01.09.2008 

while he went to the market then Sohag and Taiger went along 

with him and then Alamgir phoned to him and disclosed that a 

dead body was found then he along with other went to the said 

place of occurrence and saw the dead body and the informant 

reached there before his arrival and he could identify the dead 

body. The Police sent the dead body to the morgue for post-

mortem and after two or three days of the occurrence the 

accused were arrested and he came to know that subsequently 

they made confessional statement and the father and brother 

of deceased suspected the accused-persons.  

In cross-examination of accused Sujan and Sohag this 

witness admitted that both the accused Sujan and victim were 

the employees in his Ice Mill and Tiger was staying in the Ice Mill 

at night. In cross-examination he further stated that he asked 

accused Tiger that why he did not join in the celebration then he 
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replying that since Ayub and Alamgir went to the village so they 

could not join in the said programmee and after the incident 

accused Tiger was always along with him and no conflict 

between Ayub and Tiger and they did not raise any objection 

against each other and they often used to go boating in Meghna 

River. He denied the suggestion that they did not suspect the 

accused Tiger and wrongly suspected the accused Sujon since 

younger brother of victim was work in his Mills and deposed 

falsely.  

P.W-3 Md. Alamgir Hossain, the brother of the deceased 

Ayub deposed that he used to live in a separate house and on 

the next day morning his father and mother told him that Ayub 

did not return back to the house and they searched for him in 

various places but could not find and on 01.09.2008 they came 

to know that a dead body was floating in the River Meghna near 

the Damer Bawa village and they went there and could identify 

the dead body to see the block spot in the finger of deceased 

Ayub which was caused by the pressure of the machine of the 

Ice Mill and accused Tiger working together with his brother. He 

deposed that on his asking accused Tiger replied that he did not 
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know nothing and he also gave them  Tk.50 to take meal and 

when he asked them whether they took lunch than their 

appearance to the effect: c¤f¤l ®hm¡ i¡a M¡Ju¡l Lb¡ ¢S‘¡p¡ Llm aMe 

a¡l¡ Ah¡L qu Bj¡l j¤Ml ¢cL a¡¢Lu b¡L z He also deposed that 

“a¡l¡ p¡l¡ ¢ce jc ®Mu fs b¡Laz Aü¡i¡¢hL BQ¡l BQ¡le Bp¡j£cl fË¢a 

Bj¡l p¾cq qu” z He deposed that the inquest report was 

prepared in his presence and he proved his signature present in 

the inquest report as exhibit-1/2. 

In cross-examination of the defence this witness stated 

that he along with his brother were working in the Ice Mill but 

subsequently he did not work in the said Mill and his brother 

was replaced of him. When his father lodged the ejahar his 

friend Kokil was also present there and he wrote the ejahar. He 

stated that accused Tiger used to live in the said Ice Mill till the 

case was started and denied the suggestion that the accused did 

not kill his brother and he deposed falsely. 

P.W-4 Md. Zahangir Alam, another brother of deceased 

Ayub deposed in the same manner as his brother P.W-3 stated 

and deposed that on 29.08.2008 the accused Sujon repeatedly 

phoned the victim to go to the house of their employer for 
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griming the celebration (Rml j¤pmj¡¢el c¡Ju¡a) of his son and 

then he went out from house but did not return back. Since 

Ayub did not come back they suspected the accused Tiger. He 

put his signature in the inquest report and proved his signature 

present in the inquest report as exhibit-1/3. 

In cross-examination of the defence this witness stated 

that he was not present when the victim received phone call but 

his wife was present and she informed to him the said facts. He 

was not present when his father lodged the ejahar. 

P.W-5 Mohammad Anwar Shadat, the Metropolitan 

Magistrate Dhaka deposed that on 13.10.2008 while he was 

functioning as judicial Magistrate, Narsingdi the accused Sujon 

@ Tiger brought before him for recording his confessional 

statement and he after observing all the formalities of law 

recorded his confessional statement. He proved the said 

confessional statement as exhibit-4 and his 10 signatures as 

exhibit-4 (1)-4(10) series.  

He further deposed that on 14.10.2008 the investigating 

officer again brought the accused Sohag before him and he 

recorded his confessional statement after fulfillment of the 
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proceure under Section 164 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. 

He proved the said 164 statement as exhibit-5 and his 10 

signatures marked as exhibit Nos.5 (1)-5(10) series. 

 He further deposed that on 26.10.2008 another accused 

Saddam was brought before him for recording his confessional 

statement and after fulfillment of all the formalities of Section 

164 he recorded his confessional statement. He proved the said 

confessional statement marked as exhibit-6 and his 10 

signatures marked as exhibit-6 (1)-6 (10) series.  

In cross-examination of the defence he denied the 

suggestion that without complying the procedure of Section 164 

and 364 of the Code of Criminal Procedure he recorded the 

confessional statement of three accused. 

P.W-6 Meharunnesa, Chief Judicial Magistrate, Manikgonj 

deposed that on 20.05.2009 while she was the Senior Judicial 

Magistrate, Narsingdi at about 11:00 A.M S.I Imam Hossain 

brought the accused Samir Chandra Das to her chamber. She 

after fulfillment of all the procedure of law recorded the 

confessional statement of the said accused. She deposed that 

the accused was brought at about on 11:00 A.M and she 
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recorded his statement at 2:00 P.M and he was given three 

hours time for reflection and then the accused voluntarily made 

confession. She deposed that after observing all the formalities 

of the procedure of law she recorded the confessional 

statement of accused and the accused appeared healthy and of 

sound mind. She proved the said confessional statement as 

exhibit-7 and her nine signatures as exhibit-7 (1)-7 (9) series. 

In cross-examination of the defence this witness denied 

the suggestion that she did not record the confessional 

statement of the accused following the provision of Section 164 

and 364 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. 

P.W-7 Md. Abdul Baset, Sub-Inspector of Police of 

Islampur Police Station deposed that on 01.09.2008 he was 

attached with the Nargingdi model Police Station and was 

entrusted to investigate the case due to transfer of the 

investigation officer S.I Faruq and he investigated the case only 

for a few days and thereafter handed over the case docket to 

the next investigation officer Rafiqul Islam.    

P.W-8 Dr. Hasan Imam Chowdhury (retired) deposed that 

on 01.09.2008 while he was attached at Narsingdi Sadar 
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Hospital and on the identification of Constable No.730 Abdul 

Aased he held the autopsy of deceased Ayub Ali (18) and found 

the following injuries. 

“Body is highly decomposed. Head is separated 

from the trunk. (2) Cut throat injury in front of the 

trcea causing separation of the head (3) Abrasion 

over the Lt knee.  

On dissection: All the great Vessels of the neck is 

injured and Head is separated from the trunk.” 

and made the following opinion: “death was due to shock and 

haemorrage as a result of the above mentioned injury which 

was antemortem and homicidal in nature”.  

He proved the post-mortem report marked as exhibit-8 

and his signature marked as exhibit-8/1.  

In cross-examination of all the accused he admitted that 

no head with the dead body and he did not conduct any DNA 

test. They conducted the post-mortem of the deceased Ayub on 

identified by constable. He denied the suggestion that without 

any D.N.A test it could not be identified the dead body of 
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deceased Ayub and he did not conduct the post-mortem 

properly following the procedure. 

P.W-9 Sub-inspector Md. Imam Hossain of CID 

Brahmanbaria deposed that on 29.03.2009 he was entrusted to 

investigate the case and visited the place of occurrence and 

found the investigation made by the earlier investigation officer 

regarding sketch map and place of occurrence were similar thus 

he did not again prepare the same. He tried to seize the 

alamats. But could not possible to seize alamats. He deposed 

that on 04.03.2010 at about 11:00 A.M on his request the 

earlier investigation officer S.I Farque Ahmed brought a silver 

colour Ring of the left Ring finger which was found at the time 

of holding inquest of the deceased Ayub and accordingly in 

presence of the informant and the witnesses he seized the same 

for preparing the seizure-list. He examined the informant and 

some witnesses and recoded their statements under Section 

161 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. Subsequently he 

succeed to arrest the absconding accused Samir @ Samir 

Chandra Das (27) and brought him before the magistrate for 

recording his confessional statement. He further deposed that 
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he tried to collect the CDR of Mobile phone of the victim. He 

took remand the arrested accused Sujan, Sohan, Arshad, 

Saddam 2nd time and on interrogation they admitted that they 

killed the victim.  

He after completing all the formalities of investigation 

found prima-facie case against the accused persons and 

submitted the charge-sheet being No.351 under Section 

302/201/34 of the Penal Code. He proved the said charge-sheet 

marked as exhibit-9 and his signature marked as exhibit-9/1. He 

also proved the charge sheet No.32 under Section 302/201/34 

prepared by the previous investigation officer S.I Faruque 

Ahmed. He knew his signature. He proved the sketch map and 

index prepared by said I.O marked as exhibt-10 and 11 the 

signature as exhibit-10/1 and exhibit-11/1 the inquest report 

and the signature of S.I Faraque marked as exhibit-1 and 1/4, 

the challan form as exhibit-12 and his signature marked as 

exhibit-12/1. He also proved the seizure-list made by him 

marked as exhibit-3 and his signature as exhibit-3/2.  

In cross-examination of the defence this witnesses 

admitted that the earlier Investigation officer S.I Faraque 
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Ahmed inadvertently did not prepare the seizzure list of the 

Ring which was recovered from the dead body and also 

admitted that this type of Ring is available in the local market. 

He denied the defence suggestion that the seized alamats was 

not the finger Ring of the deceased Ayub and if the same was 

found then previous I.O would have seized the same and he 

purposely seized the said fake material. This witness admitted 

that he did not send any material for D.N.A test and he went to 

the place of occurrence only one day and none from the 

surrounding area of the place of occurrence was examined. He 

denied the suggestion that he did not go to the place of 

occurrence. He stated that he tried to identify the boatman but. 

He denied the defence suggestion that the incident was not 

happened in the Boat and as such the boatman could not be 

identified. He denied the suggestion that on his instigation the 

informant filed naraji petition and then he himself took the case 

for further investigation. He denied that after purchasing a Ring 

from the local marked he tried to show the same as the Ring of 

the victim and the recovered dead body was not the dead body 
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of victim Ayub and thus on trying to prove the case he collected 

the alleged Ring after two years of the occurrence.      

He denied the suggestion that on being tortured by him 

the accused persons constrained to make confessional 

statement. He denied the suggestion that he did not investigate 

the case properly and falsely submitted the supplementary 

charge-sheet being showing an abandoned dead body claiming 

the dead body of the victim Ayub and implicating the accused 

persons in this case on instigation of the informant.                

 These are all about the evidence on record as adduced by 

the prosecution.    

We have heard the learned Deputy Attorney General and 

the learned Advocate of the appellants and the state defence 

lawyer, perused the impugned judgment, the FIR, the charge-

sheet, the inquest report, the post-mortem report, the seizure-

list, the deposition of the witnesses, the confessional 

statements and the papers and documents as available on the 

record.  
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The prosecution case as made out by P.W-1 that his son 

deceased Ayub age about 18 went out from his house on 

29.08.2008 at about 05:00 P.M on receiving a phone call from 

accused Sujan @ Tiger but did not return back home and 

accordingly they searching him in several places but in vain. On 

01.09.2008 the informant got information that a dead body was 

floating in the River Meghna near the house of one Joynal 

Mollah of Damer Bawa village. They went there and a beheaded 

dead body was recovered from River and the informant and his 

son P.W-3 could identify the dead body of the deceased Ayub 

looking the Ring that was worn on the left finger of the 

deceased Ayub.  

It appears that the said Ring though recorded but the 

earlier I.O did not prepare the seizure-list. It appears that 

subsequently after two years of the occurrence the said Ring 

was seized by the next I.O mentioning that the same was in the 

custody of thana and which was produced by the 1st I.O in 

presence of the informant and the witnesses and thus the 

subsequent I.O prepared the seizure-list of the said Ring. 
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 The further case is that the P.W-1 and the P.W-3 could 

identify the beheaded dead body looking a block spot present in 

the middle finger and which was caused on pressure of the 

machine of the Ice Mill when the victim was working in the Ice 

Mill of P.W-2. Regarding the identification of the beheaded 

dead body only the above evidence in the record nothing more.  

It also appears that none of the witness deposed that 

they saw the deceased Ayub along with the condemned-

prisoners in the Ice Mill area or in the River ghat from where 

they boarded in a boat. 

 It also appears that though as per prosecution case the 

deceased was killed in a Boat while they were travelling in the 

River Meghna. But the said boat was not seized even the said 

Boatman also could not be identified. 

 Furthermore, the incriminating materials such as the 

wearing cloths, chapatti and other materials which were used 

for committing the murder also could not be recovered. The 

prosecution case is that the accused threw the incriminating 

materials which were used for killing the victim into the River 

Meghna thats why the same could not be found or recovered. 
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In the instant case, only the confessional statements of 

some of the condemned-convicts are the evidence for basing 

the conviction.  

As per prosecution version the motive of killing was that 

accused Ayub got job in the Ice Mill of Kabir Ahmed (the P.W-2) 

in place of the condemned-prisoner Sujon and for that reason 

he killed the victim with the help of other accused.  

P.W-1 the informant disclosed the aforesaid facts but 

owner of the said Mill the P.W-2 did not support the said facts 

even the P.W-3 the brother of the victim also stated that the 

victim and Sujan both were working together in the said Mill.  

It is settled principle that when the prosecution made out 

a case of motive then the said case should be proved by the 

prosecution. This principle supported by the decision of the case 

of The State Vs. Sarowaruddin reported in 5 BLC(HCD)-451. 

Wherein their lordships held:  

“We are aware that the prosecution is not obliged 

to prove the motive of killing in every case. But if 
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any motive is suggested, it is the duty of the 

prosecution to prove the same.” 

Considering the evidence on record and the facts and 

circumstances of the case it is our view that the motive as made 

out by the prosecution has not been proved by adducing 

sufficient evidence.  

Admittedly in the instant case no witness to see the 

occurrence in such a case the prosecution case only should be 

based considering the circumstantial evidence. The informant 

stated that the victim was called by the accused Sujan who 

repeatedly phoned to the victim through Mobile and the 

informant specifically mentioned the sim number of accused 

Sujan but the Police did not submit the Mobile tracking list for 

evidence that the accused Sujan phoned to the victim when he 

went out from his house.  

Furthermore, none of the witness deposed that they saw 

the accused were in the Ice Mill or nearby the said Mill along 

with victim before the occurrence or gathering in the River ghat 

and rented a boat for travelling in the Meghna River. It is found 

that the Boatman by whose boat they were travelling in the 
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river could not be identified even none from the said ghat was 

deposed that they saw accused persons rented a Boat for 

travelling in the River Meghna from the said ghat and no such 

incriminating materials placed as evidence in this case.  

However, it is found that from the very initial stag the 

father of the victim Ayub the informant suspected the accused 

Sujan and Sohag that they can kill his son. But in support of the 

said suspicion the prosecution also could not able to produce 

any single evidence and mere suspicion is not enough to find 

the guilty of the accused.  

Furthermore, it has already been considered that the 

facts that the victim was replaced in the Mill as work in place of 

accused Sujon as stated by the informed has not been 

supported by the owner of the Mill, the P.W-2 even the brother 

of the victim also did not support the said case.  

Considering the above discussions it is clear that the 

prosecution failed to produce any evidence of involvement of 

the condemned-convicts for the killing of the deceased Ayub.   
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However, it appears that the accused Sujan, Sohag, 

Saddam and Samir Chandra made confessional statement under 

Section 164 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. From where, it is 

found that they have described the details about the killing of 

victim Ayub and also implicating themselves in the commission 

of offence. From their confession it is found that they also 

implicated another two none confessing accused namely, Bimol 

and Arshed.   

    Now we have considered the confessional statements 

of the condemned-convicts and also have examined whether 

the same were true and voluntary. 

 It appears that condemned-prisoner Sujan and Sohag 

were arrested immediately after the occurrence and they made 

confessional statement and from their confession the cause of 

murder had come to light.  

Condemned-prisoner Sujan alias Tiger Sujon made 

confessional statement on 13.10.2008 but in the form the date 

of arrest was not mentioned. It is mentioned in the form that he 

was taken remand on 12.10.2008 and was brought before the 

magistrate on 13.10.2008. The magistrate P.W-5 proved the 
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said confessional statement of accused Sujan. We have perused 

the confessional statement and found that the magistrate the 

P.W-5, after observing the provision of law recorded his 

confessional statement and it is found that he disclosed his age 

as 15 years. The said accused retracted his confession and 

stated that he was arrested on 02.09.2008 and was in Police 

custody and after three days of his arrest the Police produce 

him to the Court and took him remand on 07.09.2008 and 

thereafter the Police again took him remand and he was taken 

into the D.B. office and the Police seriously tortured him and 

forcefully obtained the confession and brought him before the 

Magistrate on 13.10.2008. The said retraction application was 

forwarded to the Court by the jail authority on 29.10.2010. 

 The confessional statement of Sujan as under: "আমভ সৌাগ 

এফং আইয়ুফ সফৌাকুড় াট্টায াশ কমফয াশশফয ফযপ কশর কাজ কযতাভ। আমভ  

সাাগ প্রমতমিন াট্টা সথশক মর ফযাশগ ১০/১৫ সাটরা ভি এশন যাশে রাব কশয ১০০ টাকা 

িশয মফমি কযতাভ। ়ুিফায াট্টা ফন্ধ থাশক ফশর আশগয মিন ১০০ সাটরা ভি মনশ 

যাখতাভ এফং ়ুিফায সগ়ুশরা মফমি কযতাভ। আইয়ুফ প্রশতযকমিন এই ভি ইশত 

অশনকগ়ুশরা সাটরা চ়ু ময কশয মনশ মনশজ খাইত এফং মফমি কযত। তাশক অশনক মনশলধ 

কযায য ়ুশন নাই, এ মনশ তায াশথ প্রাই ঝগড়া ত। শয আমভ, সাাগ, মফভর, 
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ভীয, এযাি এফং াদ্দাভ মভশর ঠিক কময আইয়ুফশক সভশয সপরফ। আভযা কশরই 

সফৌাকুড় থামক f¢lLÒfe¡ Ae¤k¡u£ 29/08/2008 a¡¢lM n¤œ²h¡l påÉ¡l BN 

BCu¤hL ®h±u¡L¥s hp jc M¡Ju¡C z ®p¡q¡N ®e±L¡ i¡s¡ Ll ¢eu Bp z 

påÉ¡l fl Bjl¡ ®h±u¡L¥s O¡V ®bL ®e±L¡u EW ®jOe¡ ec£ ¢cu j¢lQ¡l 

¢cL k¡C z k¡Ju¡l fb BCu¤hL BlJ jc J Ny¡S¡ M¡Ju¡C z Ha BCu¤h 

j¡a¡m qu k¡u z aMe Bjl¡ ph¡C ¢jm BCu¤hl Nm¡u l¢n ¢cu fyÉQ j¡¢lu¡ 

l¢n V¡¢eu¡ Hhw Nm¡ ¢Q¢fu¡ ®jl ®g¢m z fl ®p¡q¡N J Hln¡c Q¡f¡¢a ¢cu 

BCu¤hl Nm¡u ®L¡f¡Cu¡ ®cq qa j¡b¡ Bm¡c¡ L¢lu¡ ®gm z Aafl ®cq J 

j¡b¡ Hhw l¢n J Q¡f¡¢a j¢lQ¡ j¡T ec£a ®gm ®cC z aMe l¡a Ae¤j¡e 

08.00 V¡ h¡S z l¡a Ae¤j¡e 10.00 Y¡l ¢cL Bjl¡ ¢gl Hp ®h±u¡L¥s 

OV e¡¢j z B¢j j¡¢TL 800 V¡L¡ বাড়া সিই। ঘটনায ৪/৫ মিন য ়ুমর আভাশক 

ফযপ কর শত সেপতায কশয এযয সথশক সজর াজশত আমি। এই আভায জফানফমি।"  

From where it is found that he stated the reasons that 

why he killed the victim and also stated the manner of killing of 

the victim. This confessional statement was subsequently 

retracted and on perusal of the form of confession and the 

retraction application some anomaly in the confession is found.  

The retraction of accused Sujon as under:  
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“মফনশয মফনীত মনশফিন এই, আমভ ়ুজন মভযা মতা সভাোঃ জারার উমদ্দন াং-

যাভনাথ়ুয থানা-সগৌযী়ুয, সজরা-ভযভনমং ফততভান ঠিকানা সফৌাকুড় সরার মভায 

ফাড়ীশত বাড়াটিা মাশফ আভায মতা ফফা কশযন। আভায ফ ১৭ ইশফ। আমভ 

ফাংরাশি ফযপ কর সভাোঃ কমফয মভা, নযমংিীশত চাকযী কমযা িমযদ্র মতায ংাশযয 

জীমফকা মনফতা কমযা থামক। এই ভশভত প্রাথতনা কমযশতমি সম, গত ২/৯/০৮ ইং তামযশখ উক্ত 

ফযপ কর কভতস্থশর কভতযত থাকাফস্থা আভাশক ়ুমর সেপ্তায কশয এফং আভায ংশফর কশয 

এফং আভায ংশগ একই কাশজ থাকা সাাগশক একই ংশগ সেপ্তায কমযা থানা মনা 

ভাভরায খ়ুশনয ঘটনা মজজ্ঞাা কযশত থাশকন। এই এই ভশ আমভ অস্বীকায কযা িাশযাগা 

পায়ুক াশফ আভাশক ভাযমট কশয এফং যমিন ়ুজ়ুযািারশত ামজয কমযা মযভাশে সন। 

ইায য ৩ মিন থানা সপাজশত যামখা অভান়ুমলক মনমতাতশনয ভাধযশভ ফযাক 

মজজ্ঞাাফাি কমযা ৭/৯/০৮ ইং তামযশখ ়ুজ়ুযািারশত ামজয কমযশর, শূে ফমনতত 

াজশত আটক থামক z 

উক্ত অফস্থায সপ্রমিশত মফগত ১৪/১০/০৮ ইং তামযশখ মি,মফ ়ুমর কততত ক 

মযভাশে মনা িাশযাগা যমপক াশফ (সিেঁ ড়া) মনমতাতন কশয এফং ভাভরায ঘটনা 

স্বীকায কযায জনয চা মিশত থাশকন। আমভ অস্বীকায কযা কাশযন্ট মিা ট 

মিশত থামকশর অনী মন্ত্রনা ফাধয ইা তাায কথা যাজী ই। তখন মতমন সম 

কথাগ়ুমর মখাইা আভাশক ভ়ুখস্ত কযান এফং আমভ তাায মখাশনা কথাগ়ুমর 

বারবাশফ ভ়ুখস্ত কযা ইশর, মতমন ়ুজ়ুযািারশত ামজয কমযশর, আমভ জীফশনয বশ 

ফাধয ইা তাায মখাশনা কথাগ়ুমর স্বীকায কমযা জফানফিী প্রিান কমযামি 

ভরূতোঃ আমভ এই ভাভরায ঘটনা মকি়ুই জামননা এফং সকান বাশফই জমড়ত  

অফমত নম। আমভ ম্পূনত বাশফ লড়মশন্ত্রয মকায ইা প্রিত্ত স্বীকাশযামক্তভরূক 
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জফানফিী কযা তাা িতঢ়তায মত অস্বীকায কময এফং একই ংশগ তা 

প্রতযাাশযয মনমভশত্ত ়ুজ়ুযািারশত প্রাথতনা কমযশতমি। 

অফস্থাধীশন প্রাথতনা, ়ুজ়ুযািারত িা কমযা ফমনতত কাযশন প্রিত্ত স্বীকাশযামক্ত ভরূক 

জফানফিী প্রতযাাশযয মফীত ফযফস্থা মনশত আজ্ঞা ।” 

But on perusal of the confessional statement and the 

retraction and the deposition of the P.W-1,2, 3 and 5 it is our 

view that though the accused brought some allegation against 

the investigation officer and some anomaly is found in the form 

of statement, however the said confessional statement 

presumed to be true and voluntary. It is also found that the said 

confession was inculpatory in nature.  

The confessional statement of Shoag as under: "আমভ টাইগায 

এফং আইয়ুফ সফৌাকুড় াট্টায াশ কমফয বাইশয ফযপ কশর কাজ কযতাভ। টাইগায 

এফং আমভ াট্টা সথশক ভি এশন সফী িাশভ মফমি কযতাভ। ়ুিফায াট্টা ফন্ধ থাশক ফশর 

আশগয মিন সফী কশয ভশিয সাটরা এশন সযশখ মিতাভ। আইয়ুফ প্রশতযকমিন এই ভি শত 

অশনক গ়ুশরা সাটরা চ়ু ময কশয মনশজ খাইত এফং মফমি কযত। অশনক মনশলধ কযায য 

স ়ুশন নাই। এ মনশ ভাশঝ ভশধযই আইয়ুশফয াশথ ঝগড়া ত। টাইগায আভাশিযশক মনশ 

যাভত কশয সম আইয়ুফশক সভশয সপরশত শফ। আভাশিয াশথ মফভর, ভীয, এযাি এফং 

াদ্দাভ মির। মযকল্পনা অন়ুমাী ২৯/০৮/০৮ তামযখ ়ুিফায সফৌাকুশড় ফশ আইয়ুফশক 

প্রথশভ ভি খাাশনা । টাইগাশযয কথা ভত আমভ সনৌকা বাড়া কশয মনশ আম। ন্ধযায 
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য আভযা সফৌাকুড় ঘাট সথশক সনৌকা উশে সভঘনা নিী মিশ ভমযচায মিশক মাই। সনৌকায 

ভশধয আইয়ুফশক আয ভি  গােঁজা খাাশনা । আইয়ুফ ভাতার শ সগশর আভযা ফাই 

মভশর তায গরা যম মিশ যােঁচ সভশয যম সটশন এফং গরা মচশ সভশয সপমর। শয এযাি 

চাামত মিশ আইয়ুশফয গরা সকাাইা ভাথা  সি আরািা কশয নিীশত সপশর সি। তখন 

যাত অন়ুভান ০৮.০০ টা ফাশজ। যাত ১০.০০টা আভযা সফৌাকুড় ঘাশট মপশয আম। 

ঘটনায ৪/৫মিন য ়ুমর ফযপ কর শত আভাশক এফং টাইগাযশক সেপতায কশয। 

সেপতায ায য সথশক অিযাফমধ সজর াজশত আমি। এই আভায জফানফমি।"   

From the confessional statement it is found that the date 

of arrested of accused Sohag was not mentioned in the 

statement. It appears that he was taken on Police remand on 

12.10.2008 and produced before the magistrate on 14.10.2008. 

In his statement he also disclosed the facts that why they killed 

the victim and narrated the details about the murder and stated 

that: he was arrested after 4/5 day of the occurrence and since 

then he was in Police custody.  

The said accused also retracted his confession and stated 

that he was arrested on 02.09.2008 from his work place along 

with accused Sujon and he was taken remand on 03.09.2008and 

he was sent to jail hajat on 07.09.2007. He further stated that 

the Police again taken him on remand and narrated that due to 
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torture of the Police officer he was constrained to make the 

confessional statement to save his life. 

The said retraction of Sohag as under:  

“মফনীত মনশফিন এই, আমভ শ্রী সাাগ মতা ীতর চন্দ্র িা াং-সফৌাকুড়, 

থানা+সজরা নযমংিী । আমভ ফাংরাশি ফযপ কর সপ্রাোঃ কমফয মভা নযমংিীশত চাকযী 

কমযা জীমফকা মনফতা কময। আভায ফ ১৮ hvpl ইশফ। এই ভশভত প্রাথতনা কমযশতমি সম, 

গত ২/৯/০৮ ইং তামযখ কভতস্থশর কাজ কযা অফস্থা ি়ু়ুয অন়ুভান ১২.০০ টা ়ুমর 

কততত ক সেপ্তায ই এফং একই কাশজ চাকুযীশত থাকা আভায ংশগ ়ুজনশক আভায মত 

সেপ্তায কমযা একই ংশগ থানা মনা ঐ মিন যাত অন়ুভান ১০.০০ টা িাশযাগা পায়ুক 

াশফ আভাশক উক্ত ভাভরায খ়ুশনয ঘটনা মজজ্ঞাা কশয। আমভ অস্বীকায কযা ভাযমট 

কশয এফং য মিন গত ৩/৯/০৮ ইং তামযখ মফজ্ঞ আিারশত ামজয কমযা ৩ মিশনয 

মযভাে সন ইায য ঐ মিন যাত অন়ুভান ৮.০০ টা আভায ২ াত  সচাখ ফােঁমধা উয 

মিশক ঝ়ু রা এফং াশয তরা, াট়ু শত সকাভশড় কাশেয রাঠি মিা সফিভ প্রায ়ুয়ু কশযন 

এফং ফশরন, খ়ুশনয ঘটনা স্বীকায কমযশত । HC ভ আমভ অস্বীকায কযা মিপ্ত ইা 

মনিত  মনষ্ঠ়ু যবাশফ ভাযমট কশয আত অফস্থা থানা সপাজশত যাশখন। এভমনবাশফ 

প্রমতমিন মনমতাতন কমযা ফযাক মজজ্ঞাা কমযত । অতোঃয গত ৭/৯/০৮ ইং তামযখ মফজ্ঞ 

আিারশত ামজয কমযশর, আভাশক সজর াজশত সপ্রযন কযা াজশত আটক আমি । 

ফমনতত অফস্থা মফগত ১৪/১০/০৮ ইং তামযখ ়ুনযা মি,মফ ়ুমর কততত ক মযভাশে 

মনা তাাশিয কামতারশ সচাখ ফােঁমধা ২ াত যম মিা েীশর ফােঁমধা ঝ়ু রাইা সপশর এফং ঐ 

অফস্থা িাশযাগা যমপক াশফ ভাভরায ঘটনা মজজ্ঞাা কমযশত থাশকন। আমভ অস্বীকায 
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কযা ভােই মতমন াশত থাকা কাশেয রাঠি মিা ঝ়ু রন্ত অফস্থা াশয মগযারীশত, াট়ু শত 

মনষ্ঠ়ু য বাশফ ফাইযাইশত থাশকন এফং ফরশত থাশকন সম, ®a¡L স্বীকায কযশতই শফ। এই 

কথা ফমরা অভান়ুমলকবাশফ মনমতাতন কমযশত থামকশর, এক মতাশ আয মকি়ুই ফমরশত াময 

নাই। ইায য যাত অন়ুভান ২.০০ টা আভায জ্ঞান মপমযা আশ। অতোঃয মিন কাশর 

উক্ত িাশযাগা াশফ আভাশক কাশযন্ট মিা ট মিশত থামকশর, অয মন্ত্রনা ভশন ইত সম, 

এখনই আভায ভযন ইশতশি। ফমনতত অফস্থা এশকয য এক ট মিশত থামকশর মন্ত্রনা মত 

না ামযা এক ভ মচৎকার মিা ফমরশত থামক, ফ মকি়ুই ফমরফ। আভাশক ফােঁচান। 

অতোঃয মনমতাতন ফন্ধ কমযা মজজ্ঞাা কমযশর, "আমভ ফমর SIR, আমভ মকি়ুই জামননা, মক 

ফমরফ এযয মতমন আভাশক ফশরন, আভায কথা যাজী ইশর, সম কথা গ়ুমর আমভ মখাইা 

মিফ। এই কথাগ়ুমর সকাশট মগা স্বীকায কমযশরই ইশফ। আভায কথা যাখশর আমভ ত়ু শক 

ফােঁচাইা মিফ। তখন প্রাশনয বশ তাায কথা যাজী ইশর, মতমন সম কথাগ়ুমর ভ়ুখস্ত 

কযাইা আভাশক গত ১৬/১০/০৮ ইং তামযশখ মফজ্ঞ আিারশত ামজয কশযন এফং উক্ত 

মখাশনা কথা গ়ুমরই স্বীকায কমযা জফানফিী প্রিান কময। ভরূতোঃ ভাভরায ঘটনা আমভ 

মকি়ুই জামননা এফং সকান বাশফই জমড়ত নম। আমভ ম্পূনতবাশফ লড়মশন্ত্রয মকায ইা 

ফাধযতাভরূক মখাশনা ফক্তফয প্রিাশন অে স্বীকাশযামক্তভরূক জফানফিী প্রিান কমযামি মফধা 

তাায িতঢ়তায মত অস্বীকায কময এফং াাাম প্রতযাাশযয িাফীশত ়ুজ়ুযািারশত আকুর 

প্রাথতনা কমযশতমি। 

অফস্থাধীশন প্রাথতনা, ়ুজ়ুযািারত িা কমযা অে িযখাস্ত েন কযতোঃ ফমনতত 

কাযশন প্রিত্ত স্বীকাশযামক্তভরূক জফানফিী প্রতযাাশযয মফীত ফযাফস্থা মনশত আজ্ঞা ।”  
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The P.W-5 the recording magistrate proved the 

confessional statement. On perusal of the record it is also found 

that the magistrate after observing all the procedure of law 

recorded the confessional statement. It is also found that which 

was inculpatory in nature and he also implicated the other co-

accused in the alleged offence. Since the confession was found 

true and voluntary thus it is our view that the above retraction 

has no manner for taking adverse view.  

The condemned-prisoner Samir Chandra also made 

confessional statement which as under: "আমভ ভাশিয ফযফা কময। ঘটনা 

২০০৮ াশরয। টাইগায, সাাগ, মফভর এই ৩ জন ভি মফমি কযত। আভযা ভাশঝ ভাশঝ 

ভি সখশত সমতাভ। টাকা মকি়ু কভ মিশত সগশর যা আভায াশথ ঝগড়া কযত। মনত 

আইয়ুফ-টাইগায  সাাশগয রাইশশেয ভি চ়ু ময কযত প্রাই। একমিন আভযা ফাই মভশর 

ঠিক কময সম, আইয়ুশফয াত া সবশে তাশক ফামড়শত সপশর যাখশফা। আমভ মনশলধ কময 

এফং ফমর সম, গামিত াশনয কাশি মফচায মিশত ফমর। যা যাজী মন। ফাই মভশর 

আইয়ুফশক াত া সবংশগ সভশয সপরায মচন্তা কশয। ঘটনায মিন কমফয এভ ময সিশরয 

ভ়ুরভামন মির। সখাশন টাইগায  সাাগ  আইয়ুফ এয িাাত মির। যা ফাই 

ফযপকশর চাকময কশয স কাযশন ভ়ুরভামনয িাাত কশয। ঘটনায মিন টাইগায  মফভর 

সনৌকা ঠিক কযশত মা সফরা ৩.৩০ টা। তখন আমভ ভাি ফাজাশয ভাি সফচমিরাভ। 

মকি়ুিণ শয টাইগায, মফভর, সাাগ আভাশক াভশন আশত ফশর। মফকার ৫টা মনত 
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আইয়ুফশক সপান কশয আশন টাইগায। এভময ফযপ কশরয াভশন। সখাশন তখন আমভ, 

মফভর, টাইগায, সাাগ মিরাভ। এযাি  াদ্দাভ শয আশ। ফযপ কশরয াভশন ফাই 

মভশর ভি খাই। তখন মনত আইয়ুফশক টাইগায ফশর সম, আভl¡ ফাই ন্ধযা ৭টা সনৌকা 

কশয ঘ়ুশয আশফা। এযয সনৌকা কশয ভমযচা গাংশগয মিশক মামিরাভ। সনৌকা ফাই ভি, 

গােঁজা আফায খাই। আইয়ুফশক টাইগায  সাাগ ভি  গােঁজা সফী খাা। টাইগায 

সকাভয সথশক প্লামিশকয িমড় সফয কশয আইয়ুশফয গরা যােঁচ সি। আমভ, মফভর, সাাগ, 

এযাি, াদ্দাভ াত া সচশ ধময। তখন আইয়ুফ প্রা আধা ভযা শ মা। সাাগ তখন 

চাামত সফয কশয আইয়ুশফয গরা সকা মিশর ভাথা আরািা কশয সপশর, এযাি তখন া 

ধশয যাশখ। সাাগ ভাথাটা যীয সথশক আরািা কশয নিীশত সপশর সি। এযয সাাগ 

চাামত মিশ াটত , যান্ট মিশড় সপশর এফং খ়ুশর মনশ ঐ াটত -যান্ট, চাামত  প্লামিশকয 

যম নিীশত সপশর সি। ভাঝ নিী আায য এযাি  সাাগ রাটা সপশর সি। ফ 

কাজ সশয ভামঝাড়া ঘাশট আভযা ফাই আম। সাাগ  এযাি ঘাশট সনশভ সগার কশয। 

তখন টাইগায সনৌকা বাড়া সি ভামঝশক ৮০০/- টাকা সনৌকা মফিা কশয আভযা ফাই 

টাইগায, সাাগ, এযাি, মফভর, াদ্দাভ  আমভ তাশয ফামড়শত মাই বাত খাায 

জনয। তা ভাং, সারা যান্না কশয। ফাই সখশশি, মকন্তু আমভ খাইমন। শয আভযা 

ফাই সম মায মায ফামড়শত চশর মাই।" 

It appears that accused Samir Chandra arrested on 

29.05.2009 and brought before the magistrate on 30.05.2009 

and he was not in the Police remand and made confessional 

statement on the next day of his arrest. The P.W-6 
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Meherunneesa the recording magistrate proved the said 

confessional statement. On perusal of the confession it appears 

that the magistrate after observing all the procedure of law 

recorded the confession. It also appears that he narrated the 

facts of murder and implicated him with the murder along with 

other co-accused and his statement was inculpatory in nature 

and was true and voluntary.  

On perusal of the record it is found that the accused 

Arshed though taken on remand by the Police but he did not 

make any confession. But it appears that he has been 

absconding since his bail.  

It also appears that accused Bimol is all along absconding.  

We have considered the material facts of the case and 

found that four accused persons made confessional statements 

implicating themselves along with two non confessing co-

accused Arshad and Bimol and they were also the members of 

killing party.   

 Now it is well settled principle that on the basis of the 

confessional statement of other co-accused none confessing 
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accused should not be convicted without any corroboration and 

substantive evidence which reliance upon the decisions of the 

case of State and another Vs. Abdul Kader @ Mobile Kader and 

others reported in 67 DLR (AD)-6 and the case of Abdus Salam 

Mollah Vs. State reported in 13 BLC (AD)-17. Even in subsequent 

decision of the case of Saley Akram alias Polash Vs. State 

reported in 73 DLR (AD)-264 wherein our Apex Court held that 

relying upon the confessional statement of co-accused 

conviction can be based on the non confessing accused on the 

facts and circumstance of the case with some substantive 

evidence.  

Their Lordships further held that: it is the established Rule 

of evidence as well as the Rule of prudence that confessional 

statement of a co-accused shall not be used as the sole basis of 

conviction in the absence of independent corroborative 

evidence.     

We have already considered that none of the witnesses 

even the father or two brothers did not disclose that the two 

co-accused Arshed and Bimol had any involvement in murder or 

they were present at the time when the accused persons 
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gathered in the Ice Mill area along with victim Ayub. None of 

the witnesses disclosed that they saw that they boarded in the 

boat for travelling in the Meghna River in such circumstance of 

the case it is our view that the prosecution failed to prove the 

case against the condemned-convicts Arshad and Bimol.  

We have considered the confessional statement of 

Saddam which as under: ""আমভ িয াফশযমজমি অমপশ পযভাশ খাটতাভ। 

ঘটনায মিন মফকাশর আমভ, টাইগায, সাাগ, মফভর, ভীয, এযাি এফং আইয়ুফ 

সফৌাকুড় াট্টায াভশন একমেত ই। ঐখাশন ফশ ন্ধযা মতন্ত ভি খাই। শয ন্ধযা 

আভযা ফাই সফৌাকুড় ভাঝাড়া ঘাট সথশক সনৌকা উঠি। সনৌকা আশগ সথশকই প্রস্তুত মির। 

সনৌকা উশে আভযা ফড় গাংশগয মিশকযান ই এফং ভি খাা চরশত থাশক। আইয়ুফশক 

সফী কশয ভি খাাশনা । আইয়ুফ ভাতার শ সগশর তায গরা যম রাগাশনা । 

অতোঃয আভযা যম টানাটামন কশয আইয়ুফশক মনশস্তজ কশয সপমর। শয আইয়ুশফয সি 

সনৌকায াভশনয মিশক এক াশ আনা । শয সাাগ চাামত মিা সকাাইা ভাথা  

সি আরািা কমযা সপশর এফং নিীশত সপরাইা সি। ভাঝ নিীশত এই ঘটনা ঘশট। তখন 

অন়ুভান যাত ৮টা ফাশজ। যাত অন়ুভান ১০.০০ টা আভযা সফৌাকুড় ঘাশট মপশয আম। 

টাইগায ভাঝীশক ৮০০/- টাকা বাড়া সি। এই আভায জফানফমি।" 

It is found that he was taken to the police remand on 

23.10.2008 and he was brought before the magistrate on 

26.10.2008. This accused retracted his confessional statement 
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on 14.02.2011 long after 2
1
2 years of his confession. Though the 

date of arrest has not been mentioned but in his retraction 

application it has been mentioned that he was arrested on 

20.09.2008. The same has also been proved by the recording  

Magistrate, P.W-5. In his statement he implicated himself and 

also disclosed the name of the other condemned-convicts and 

stated that why they killed the victim and also narrated the 

nature of killing. On perusal of the same it is found that 

magistrate after observing all the formalities of law recording 

the confession and which is inculpatory in nature.  

On perusal of the confessional statement of accused 

Saddam it appears that which cannot be said exculpatory in 

nature but he implicating himself regarding the killing and took 

part for committing the murder. But on perusal of the record it 

is found that he was arrested long before and the Police took 

him remand from the jail custody and after four days of his 

remand he was brought to the magistrate for recording his 

confessional statement in such a case there were some shorts of 

corroboration is required and in absence of any corroboration 

of his confession he may get benefit of doubt. In the case of 
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Sikha Rakshit Vs. Paritosh Rakshit and others reported in 70 DLR 

(AD)-1 wherein our Apex Court held that “One of the essential 

elements of any confessional statement is that it must be 

voluntary. In order to gauge that the statement is voluntary, the 

Magistrate must ensure that the confessing accused is free from 

any fear and that he is making his statement without any 

inducement or duress. It is, therefore, important that the 

Magistrate ensures that there is no police presence, which must 

act as a threat or perceived threat to the confessing accused.”    

Their lordship further held:  

“Furthermore, from the form on which the confessional 

statement was recorded, it appears that accuses Bhola and 

Jahangir were kept in the custody of Police personnel before 

recording their statements and he was threat from the Police 

remand so their statements cannot be said voluntary though 

can be treated as true”.  

Considering the aforesaid facts and circumstance of the 

case and the above cited decisions it is our view that since no 

substantive evidence against him and he was produced before 

the Magistrate from four days Police remand in such a case it is 
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our view that the conviction of accused Saddam should not be 

sustained.  

Now we consider the case of accused Samir Chandra Das. 

It appears that he also made confessional statement and he was 

arrested on 29.05.2009 and brought before the Magistrate on 

30.05.2009. Though he did not specifically mentioned that he 

was involved and took part of murder but he stated that he 

pressed the leg and hands of the accused. It is found that he 

was not brought before the magistrate from remand and 

brought before the magistrate on the next day of his arrest and 

no retraction made by him. 

Considering the aforesaid facts it is our view that though 

in some cases it has been decided that if no substantive 

evidence against the accused with the involvement of murder 

the conviction should not be based only on the confession. But 

in some cases it has been decided that no bar to convict the 

accused on the basis of confession to its maker. On perusal of 

the record it is found that accused Samir was arrested on 

29.05.2009 and brought before the Magistrate on 30.05.2009 

and no allegation of torture and no retraction and in such a case 
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it is our view that considering his confessional statement the 

conviction should be sustained.  

We have already considered that accused Sujan @ Bagha 

Sujan @ tiger and sohag @ Sohag Chandra Das suspected by the 

informant from very initial stage and their name were 

mentioned in the FIR and also P.W-2 in his deposition suspected 

this two accused and the P.W-3, and P.W-4 also deposed 

accordingly, furthermore, they made confessional statement 

implicating themselves with the murder.  

It appears that they brought before the Magistrate from 

Police remand and also immediately after their confession they 

retracted the same and sent the application through the jail 

authority alleging of torture but it is our considered view that 

since some shorts of corroboration of their involvement in the 

murder is found thus we are refrained ourselves to make any 

further inquiry about the matter. In view of above their 

conviction should be upheld.           

But it appears that they are minor and tendered age and 

in death cell for more than five years. In the decisions of the 

case of Sikha Rakshit Vs. Paritosh Rakshit and others reported in 
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70 DLR (AD)-1 our Apex Court considering the mitigating 

circumstances imposed leaser sentence and since all the 

accused are tendered age and their previous record is clean and 

they are not the menace of the society in such a case it is our 

view that the Justice will be best served if their sentence be 

reduced to imprisonment for life.  

In the result, the death reference No.161 of 2016 is 

rejected. The impugned judgment and order of conviction so far 

as relates to the condemned-prisoner Sujan @ Bagha Sujan @ 

Tiger (absconding), son of Jalal Uddin Mollah, Sohag @ Sohag 

Chandra Das (absconding), son of Shree Shital Chandra Das and 

Samir @ Samir Chandra Das, son of Sudhir Chandra Das is 

hereby upheld with modification of sentence. They are 

sentenced to imprisonment for life instead of death and also to 

fine of Tk.10,000/- (ten thousand) in default, to suffer rigorous 

imprisonment for 06 (six) months more.  

The Criminal Appeal No.4869 of 2022 preferred by the 

accused Arshad is allowed. He is not found guilty of the charge 

leveled against him and be acquitted therefrom and he be set at 
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liberty forthwith if not wanted in connection with any other 

cases. 

The accused Saddam (absconding), son of A. Razzak and 

Bimol (absconding), son of Shree Kalachan are also not found 

guilty of the charge leveled against them and they be acquitted 

therefrom.      

The concerned authority including the Deputy 

Commissioner, Narsingdi and the Superintendant of Police,  

Narsingdi is directed to secure the arrest of the condemned-

convict (1) Sujan @ Bagha Sujan @ Tiger (absconding), son of 

Jalal Uddin Mollah, (2) Sohag @ Sohag Chandra Das 

(absconding), son of Shree Shital Chandra Das and (3) Samir @ 

Samir Chandra Das, (absconding) son of Sudhir Chandra Das.  

Communicate the judgment along with the lower Court 

records at once. 

 

K M Zahid Sarwar, J: 

 I agree. 


